Gamekeeper Thumb: Identification of the Stener Lesion with US

PURPOSE: To determine the value of ultrasound (US) in recognizing the ligamentary dislocation occasionally associated with gamekeeper thumb (Stener lesion). Detecting such dislocations is important because they require surgical repair, whereas non-displaced ruptured ligaments respond to conservative treatment. This dislocation cannot be reliably diagnosed with standard methods, leading to unnecessary surgical procedures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Forty-eight hyperabduction injuries of the thumb were included. The thumbs were either unstable or unexamined because of tenderness. No fractures were seen on standard radiographs.

RESULTS: Sonograms were positive in 13 patients, who then underwent surgery. A Stener lesion was found in 10 patients and a partial Stener lesion in three. Three patients with negative sonograms also underwent surgery, and no dislocation was found. The other 32 patients with negative US findings were treated conservatively, and none developed subsequent instability.

CONCLUSION: US proved to be a reliable, simple, and easily reproducible tool for recognition of the Stener lesion.
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HYPERABDUCTION rupture of the ulnar ligamentary apparatus of the first metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint is a frequent and potentially severe lesion (1–3). The lesion was originally described as chronic, occurring in hunters strangling rabbits (4), and hence was known as gamekeeper thumb. However, it may occur as an acute lesion, representing up to half of all skiing injuries to the hand (5,6), and thus is also known as skier’s thumb. Conservative treatment leads to unacceptably poor results (6) because of occasional rupture-associated dislocation of the proximal stump of the ligament over the adductor pollicis muscle, as originally described by Stener in 1962 (the Stener lesion) (7). Ligament healing is hampered by the interposition of the adductor pollicis muscle between the proximal and distal stumps. Therefore, the generally accepted treatment is rapid surgical repair (2,3,5,6,8), whereas that for complete but nondislocated rupture is conservative management (2,9–11).

If not properly recognized and treated, the Stener lesion leads to permanent instability of the MCP joint, requiring secondary plastic surgery of the ligament (8,12,13), or to degenerative joint disease requiring arthrodesis (14,15). A safe approach entails surgery in all unstable cases. As a result, the frequency of surgical procedures in cases in which the ligament is found to be nondisplaced is high, ranging from 48% to 85% (16). It is therefore of clinical relevance to distinguish preoperatively the simple nondislocated rupture, which can be treated conservatively, from the dislocated lesion, a true indication for surgery. Clinical examination, radiography, stress evaluation, arthrography, and magnetic resonance (MR) imaging have all been proposed as means of making the distinction. However, reliable differential diagnosis has proved difficult (2,10,11,16–23). In this study, we assessed the value of ultrasound (US) for the detection of the Stener lesion.

ANATOMY

The ulnar collateral ligamentary apparatus lies contiguously to the articular capsule. It comprises the proper and accessory collateral ligaments (Fig 1). It is covered by the dorsal aponeurotic expansion of the adductor pollicis muscle, which rises from the volar aspects of the third metacarpal, capitate, and hamate bones (Fig 2). The distal two-thirds of the ulnar collateral ligamentary apparatus are overlain by the first interosseous dorsalis muscle. This muscle has a double origin, rising from the ulnar side of the first metacarpal bone and the radial side of the second metacarpal bone. It reflects distally and ulnarily, inserting on the index finger’s proximal phalanx and dorsal aponeurosis (Fig 3). In severe hyperabduction injuries, the collateral ligament may not only tear but also dislocate over the proximal edge of the adductor pollicis muscle (Fig 4).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

One fresh unembalmed cadaveric specimen was dissected to study the specific anatomic relationships. Twenty uninjured volunteers were then examined with US to determine which imaging planes were the best. We used a 128 XP machine (Acuson, Mountain View, Calif) with a 38-mm, 7.5-MHz linear probe. We purposely did not use a higher frequency probe because, although it yields better images, it is not as readily available: Our purpose was to develop a technique that makes use of standard equipment. We modified the pre- and postprocessing echographic parameters to best visualize the small parts being imaged. An agar gel pad (Sonar Aid; Geistlich-Pharma, Wolhusen, Switzerland) was occasionally useful.

Abbreviation: MCP = metacarpophalangeal.
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We studied 48 patients with hyperabduction injury to the MCP who were admitted to the emergency department at our hospital between April 1992 and September 1993. Twenty-five injuries resulted from skiing, eight from other sports, eight from construction work, five from falls (related to other occupations), and two from other causes. There were 33 male and 15 female subjects, ranging in age from 7 to 89 years, with a mean age of 28 years.

The clinical evaluation was performed by the orthopedic surgeon. Patients with radial instability were included in this study, as were those having suffered hyperabduction trauma but whose MCP joint stability was unassessable because of tenderness. Clinical instability of the MCP joint was assessed in extension and 20° of flexion, as were the modifications of these findings with joint supination. The decision to perform surgery was made solely on the basis of the clinical findings when there was reasonable doubt regarding the integrity of the ligament. Standard posteroanterior and profile radiographs were obtained. We did not perform any clinical examinations with use of local anesthetics, nor did we perform any stress radiographic examinations. Patients with exclusive volar pain on hyperextension (suggestive of volar plate damage) or associated thumb phalangeal or metacarpal fractures were excluded from the study.

Of the 48 patients, 16 underwent surgery. Surgical repair was performed by reinsertion or suture of the torn ligaments, with use of resorbable monofilament suture. The thumb was then immobilized in a cast for 4 weeks, followed by MCP protection in a thermomalleable orthosis for an additional 4 weeks. The remaining 32 patients were treated conservatively with use of an orthosis for 6 weeks. The stability of the MCP joint was clinically tested 3 months after the trauma.

US was performed by the radiologist. Except in three patients who presented 1 week after injury, US was performed within 48 hours of trauma in all patients. The first web was examined from a dorsal transverse approach (Fig 5) and scanned proximal to distal (Figs 6, 7). If a Stener lesion was present, it was seen as a hyperechoic, 5-mm rounded structure, surrounded by a hypoechoic halo, lying on the dorsal aspect of the adductor pollicis muscle just distal to the distal edge of the first interosseous muscle (Fig 8). We found that displaced ligaments were best seen on transverse scans, the longitudinal views having only a confirmatory role in cases of doubt. The tendon of the extensor pollicis longus muscle may occasionally have a similar appearance in this transverse plane, and the differentiation is easily made by examining the longitudinal aspect of the structure, the image of which remains rounded in the case of a Stener lesion.

RESULTS
Sonograms were positive in 13 cases. Surgical findings confirmed the US diagnosis of Stener lesion in 10 of these 13 (Fig 9). In the remaining three cases, a partial ligament rupture was found at surgery, the ruptured portion being dislocated over the adductor muscle. In each case, an associated capsular tear was noted, with fragments dislocated in a manner similar to that in the Stener lesion.

Three patients with unstable thumbs but with negative sonograms nevertheless underwent surgery. Ligamentary rupture was found (hence the instability), but no dislocations were noted. None of the 32 patients with negative sonograms who were treated conservatively were found to have developed instability at the 3-month clinical evaluation.

DISCUSSION
Physical examination of the MCP joint of the injured thumb may be difficult because of edema and tenderness, which can produce a false impression of stability or render the digit unexamenable. Because the ligament is ruptured whether the injury is a simple nondislocated rupture or a true Stener lesion, clinical instability is present and is therefore of no help in distinguishing between the two lesions. Although palpation of the dislocated proximal stump of the ligament is sometimes possible (2), this finding must be considered unreliable, since such precise evaluation is seldom feasible on a painful or swollen thumb. Furthermore, the false-negative rate can be as high as 46% (16).
Standard radiographs, while enabling an associated fracture to be excluded, do not enable distinction between a nondislocated ligament and a true Stener lesion. Various abduction-stress radiographs, sometimes taking into account both MCP extension and flexion instability, with and without comparative views, have been proposed (10,11,16), occasionally with use of custom-made holding devices (17,18). These methods cannot, however, be used to distinguish reliably between the two lesions. Furthermore, the joint opening angle at clinical examination and that seen on the stress radiograph correlate poorly (10,16). Moreover, repeated stress evaluations can cause severe damage (eg, to complete a partial or healing tear or dislocate a torn but nondislocated ligament) (11,19,20).

Arthrogmaphy has also been proposed: The absence of an imprint by the ligament on the articular capsule, occasionally with leakage of contrast material signifying a capsular tear, may indicate a Stener lesion (21,24). The reliability of this invasive method has yet to be established, however, and it seems that ligamentary damage and capsular tear should be regarded as two independent entities (25). Our experience certainly supports that conclusion. MR imaging of the dislocated proximal stump has also been attempted but in some studies has yielded poor results (19,20,22). However, its potential has probably not yet been fully explored and may improve with high-resolution small-parts coils.

In our study, in the three cases in which the surgeon found an incompletely torn ligament, the proximal stumps of both the partially ruptured ligament and the articular capsule were found between the interosseous and adductor muscles, thus mimicking a Stener lesion. We do not know how these patients would have fared without surgical management, although they would probably have undergone surgery in any case, even if the precise nature of their lesion had been known preoperatively.

Because no preoperative diagnostic standard of reference exists for this lesion and because it is ethically out of the question to operate on all patients for the sole purpose of clarifying the preoperative diagnosis, precise figures for sensitivity and specificity cannot be given. However, all of the positive US findings were confirmed at surgery. Specificity can be truly assessed only in the three cases in which the findings at surgery correlated with the preoperative diagnosis of the ligament's nondislocation. None of the 32 patients with negative US findings who were treated conser-
vatively developed subsequent instability. The results reported in the literature would therefore allow us to conclude that these were truly nondislocated lesions (2, 10, 26–28).

In this small series, US proved to be a simple and reliable tool for the preoperative detection of the Stener lesion. It enables the immediate, noninvasive distinction between patients who require surgery and those who do not, thus avoiding many unnecessary surgical procedures. Detection of the dislocated ligament seems easy, requiring neither an expert in US nor extensive training once the anatomic relationships described herein are understood. A further prospective study is under way to assess more fully the sensitivity and specificity of this technique, including its possible pitfalls and its application in cases of chronic injury and nondisplaced ligamentary damage. Comparison with other diagnostic techniques should be valuable.
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Figure 9. Peroperative view of a Stener lesion (arrowheads) in the same patient as Figure 8.